Ask Catherine

July 6, 2021

Introduction:

We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and posted at Subscriber Input.

Thanks for your questions!

Organized by Categories:

Cash and Precious Metals
Covid-19
Feedback
Going Direct Reset
Health
Local Gatherings
Recommended Links
Take Action
Testimonials State of Our Currencies
Conclusion
Additional Resources

Cash and Precious Metals
Question:
Hi, Catherine,
I am just so grateful for the Solari Report. It has opened up a whole new world to me. As awful as things are, I am excited about some future possibilities. Isn't it going to be wonderful to get Mr Global out of all our business and work with people we can trust? To that end, I am wondering if you can offer me some guidance. I have recently met a couple of seemingly lovely want-to-be entrepreneurs that need some financial backing. We're talking small potatoes. I had a second-hand couch delivered by a couple of hard working Christian men that dream of starting their own delivery service. They need a truck. I met a young man who wants to start purchasing small rental properties. He needs financing. How do I get started loaning these folks money? I cannot lend to anyone in my family as they never pay me back, so how do I go about setting up a vehicle for these types of loans? I will definitely want protection for getting possession of something should I not receive payment. I currently have money in the stock market as recommended by an advisor who is one of your followers. However, I am very nervous about having any money in the stock market. I am thinking I could at least diversify some by becoming a lender. What do you think? Thanks for your help.

CAF Notes & Links:

- Personal lines
- Partners and/or local banks
- Circles
- Equity Markets - local and global

Question:
Hi Catherine,

Did you ever come across research into The Dragon Family in China who have a net worth of thousands of trillions of dollars? Did you ever look into the $134 billion of US government bonds being smuggled by two Japanese Government Agents, Yamamoto Satoshi and Hiroki Nakamoto from Italy to Switzerland in 2005?
Yesterday’s blog from Dr. Jack Kruse talks about The Dragon Family in China and how they are working against the CCP, World Economic Forum (WEF), BIS, BlackRock and Vanguard. Apparently The Dragon Family accumulated their wealth by discovering the Original Terracotta Warriors in China. The Dragon Family then lent Gold to the US to establish the FED in 1913, which the US eventually stole from them. Now The Dragon Family is fighting back after winning a lawsuit in December 2020 via a lawyer in Southern New York State, Neil Keenan. Here is the 111 page .pdf of the lawsuit https://divinecosmos.com/media/Keenan_complaint_11-23-2011_SDNY.pdf. It may be that The Dragon Family owns and runs most if not all of the Chinese BTC miners (50% of all miners on the network). The Dragon Family have a strict rule of nepotism which is a benevolent intent to distribute wealth in a decentralised way as opposed to the tyrannical way of the CCP, WEF, FED, BIS, BlackRock, Vanguard, IMF.

If you get a spare 10 minutes, his post is very interesting and worth a read. I'm not sure if this is part of this adds to the story of the missing money or if it’s a distraction… Very interested to hear your thoughts. Blog is attached.

Does this change your opinion on BTC as a potential hedge investment against the MONSTOR wealth transfer from the middle class to insto investors? Or just stick with gold and silver?

I hope you are enjoying the beautiful European sunshine. Stay well.

Kind Regards,

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

Hi Catherine,

Thank you for being YOU! I learn so much from you and your guests, i think your subscription would be a good Christmas gift to my adult children!

Anyway, I’m terribly interested in doing everything I can to not contribute to building our jail. First step is moving to local bank, which has recently become a larger bank. Blue Ridge Bank is very transparent (financial statement etc online for viewing, tho I don’t know what I’m looking at) and has a lovely story of origin beginning in the 1800’s
with owner driving to Richmond VA to get cash during depression to give to depositors, however ....
I read this on their website ....

**Nature of operations**
Blue Ridge Bankshares, Inc. (the “Company”) through Blue Ridge Bank, N.A. (the “Bank”) operates under a national charter and provides commercial banking services and mortgage lending services. The Bank is subject to regulation by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency as a **nationally chartered institution**. The Bank provides commercial banking services to customers located primarily in the Piedmont, Southside, and Shenandoah Valley regions of the Commonwealth of Virginia and also operates under the name Carolina State Bank in Greensboro, North Carolina. Mortgage lending services are provided in these regions as well, with additional mortgage offices located in Northern Virginia, Maryland, North Carolina, and Florida.

Is nationally charted ok? Or is the idea to be only governed by the state of Virginia? (We keep looking for property in TN - scared to death of vaccine mandate on the law books here, but life is here.)

Another question .... It is unusual for the annual statements to be limited to 2018 and before? Are banks that slow to get financial published on websites.

One more question .... If I don’t want to play with the devil (S&P 500) by supporting those who do not align with my values and Angel Investing seems a bit to risking for my blood, do you have any suggestions or alternatives?

Thanks, I just signed up VPM monthly subscription and look forward to using the calculator on my iPhone but hope I don’t have to!

Peace my friend,
D

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Question:**
Dear Catherine
Would you happen to have a link to the short video clip of BIS General Manager Agustin Carstens talking about total central bank control over all humans which you mentioned in your interview ‘Using Disaster Capitalism to Control All Humans’ with Greg Hunter? I was not able to find it in the USA Watchdog show notes or anywhere else.
Question:

Hi Catherine-

I have been into horology, or the world of fine watches for about 20 years. Over the last number of years, the Rolex brand has taken on the aura of an alternative currency, with most dealers having no current stock and the waiting lists for the most sought after pieces running into years. The price increases have also been quite substantial in these most desired pieces.

I am sure Rolex is managing their production to be beneath demand but I feel something else may be driving this current situation. I am reminded of a time 15 years or so ago and the story a gold dealer in Seattle once told me. He had a lot of clientele from India who worked on contracts with Microsoft. They would put a great amount of their salary into gold and when the time to return home came, they would have the dealer melt down their bullion and make it into bracelets, get on the airplane with their new bangles and no one was wise to what they were up to.

Do you have any thoughts as to whether Rolex could be acting as a cross-border currency and also if the situation in Europe is in as similar vein? Could we be witnessing another example of a weak currency driving people to grab onto anything that could hold value while also being a piece of wearable art?

All the Best,

J

Question:

think i’m going to have to do some due diligence on W VA as a place to live. I've been to Morgantown and I remember you also enjoyed it. What is your opinion on W VA as a state vis-a-vis governance and fed commitments?

**CAF Notes & Links:**


So, cell phone use is limited in the National Radio Quiet Zone, a 13,000-square mile area that limits radio frequency in the eastern half of West Virginia and parts of Virginia, stretching to the Maryland border.

The quiet zone gets drastically more restrictive the closer you get to Green Bank, home to the world’s largest steerable radio telescope, the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope, operated by the National Radio Astronomy Observatory.

**Question:**

Hi Catherine,

My Mother recently passed away. I am the beneficiary of an Allianz annuity. Do you have any views on whether to receive the money in a lump sum at a lower amount or in annuity payments? We don’t have an urgent need to receive the money now.

Also, I wanted to ask you for a referral for a financial advisor. We don’t have a high income. (We are both 53. My husband develops software for the federal government, and I homeschool my daughter with Down Syndrome). But we have saved over the years and have inherited properties and assets from my Mother. We live in California, and have to decide whether to sell some rental property she had an invest in another state. Do you have any advice?
Covid-19

Question:

Dear Catherine

Thanks for the great day in Arlesheim, I enjoyed it very much.

I am writing you regarding the FAMILY FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE FORM FOR COVID-19 INJECTIONS.

Two of my colleagues (language teachers) liked the idea behind it, informed consent, and offered to translate it into their mother-tongues Czech/Polish.

I could call Fausto Guidice from Tlaxcala Network (a network of translators from all over the world), see: https://www.facebook.com/tlaxcalanetwork (the webpage is down). I came across him, after Christof Wackernagel sent him our article "Bis in den Exitus" about Corona-politics, which was finally published somewhere else (https://neue-debatte.com/2020/11/16/corona-bis-in-den-exitus/). If Fausto is sympathetic to the issue, the form could be translated into many, many languages by professional translators.

Also I would like to adapt parts of the form to the situation in EU/Switzerland, if not someone else is doing it already.

Could you make use of the adaption/translation of the form?

Best wishes and regards
K

CAF Notes & Links:
Dear Catherine,

First let me start off by saying its wonderful the world has people like you in it!! i am a big fan and admirer of what you have triumphed over and how you continue to leave your mark. i still maintain hope that what we are seeing now is more a reaction of fearfulness from the dark forces rather than a show of strength. however in the meantime we have these nasty little gene therapy drugs that the powers that be want to inject in all of us.

i am a former mid-market banker from Canada, hold my Canadian securities license and worked with leading edge payment technology until the early 2000's. i found myself to Sao Paulo Brazil by accident travelling to meet friends, ended up staying to work a but, stayed longer, started my own small business and never looked back. i am blessed with level of financial comfort many are unfortunately losing or are under pressure of losing all because of this Plandemic.

the best part of my time here is 9-11 hit a nerve and since than i transformed from capital markets saving the planet (NOT) to finding true spiritual identity and moving along this path. all the stuff you write and speak about i am there and have been there for quite some time. A bit of Rudolf Steiner, mixed with Heidegger, Carl Jung and Manley P Hall and many of the cast of characters we have grown to love Joseph Farrell, Dark Journalist, Gigi young, and others.

I am 53 years of age. if i make it through these next couple of years and come out then other side i have some ideas/contributions i would like to implement and share within the concept of community development and true community living that will become more important after the system collapses. i resonate with many of your ideas and think along the same lines as you

coming back to the now, the nasty problem of vaccinations. My parents are elderly 77-80, they still farm there farms back in southern Ontario however the idea might be for me to spend more time there. i can run my small business from anywhere and can find ways to make more time for myself through hiring more personal in the business. then problem as i see it is Canada is close to implementing a mandatory vaccination rule to enter the country from abroad for everyone. i found your forms and the site and listened to your stories related to such.

in terms of canadian law do you know of a similar set of forms that could be used? in addition the other idea i have which relates to the recent death of 5 British Airways pilots are the aviation industry has its own guidelines related to health and safety precautions for those who are more at risk in higher altitudes for long periods of time. i have low blood pressure and the family on my fathers side heart problems genetically. my father had heart damage some years ago and also a stint put into his heart
do you have any ideas or suggestions on how i could work around this mandatory vaccination issue for entering canada? i really dont want nanobots and excessive spike proteins attacking my heart

many thanks for any ideas/suggestions you may have

BTW i have listened to you on podcasts for at least 5 years or longer i believe. no a member. soon if some of my projects work out one being an AI for law i am working on with a partner i will have some money to invest and would like to use your services for some. i am most inspired though about the system breaking and playing a role in my local community back in canada using many of the ideas/concepts you speak/write about in terms of growing back our local communities

Keep up the good work

sincerely R

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:
Subject: Graphene Oxide and Covid19
Dear Catherine,

You probably have seen this but I just wanted to make sure. Goes right along with what Rappoport said in the beginning.


Kind regards,

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
Russian Orthodox chirch goes all in on vaccination refusal. Maybe this was part of the Biden/Putin summit talks?
Feedback

Question:
Hello Catherine,
As a subscriber of the Solari report, I’m much impressed with the in-depth analysis in the going-direct-reset document (pdf). Because of this, I would like to ask your permission to share this document with a few people. I am thinking of people like the Dutch politician Thierry Baudet, and websites like www.cafeweltschmerz.nl and https://www.blckbx.tv. In my opinion they could use this document as a means of support and as a theoretical foundation for their good work. If you need more information, please let me know.
Thank you in advance for considering my request.

Kind regards,

L V
First of all I would like to thank you for the wonderful meeting you organized in Arlesheim. It was really uplifting to meet so many like-minded people! It gave me a much-needed positive energy to continue.

The following you can put it in "ask Catherine" if you want or use it in any way you like:

I'd like to draw your attention to an event that happened yesterday in Weimar, Germany. As you probably remember, Weimar was the place where a judge, Christian Dettmar, had ruled against the use of masks by children in schools. His decision was later overruled by a higher district court on the basis that he was not responsible for issuing such a decision, but without providing a rationale. The judge's home, office and car was also searched by police and his laptop and cell phone confiscated in late April.

So Dettmar decided to fight back in the courts against this illegal search and confiscation of his personal items. **Yesterday, June 29th, his office was again invaded by policemen, following the orders of the public prosecutor of Erfurt (where Weimar belongs to), and they confiscated again his laptop, cell phone and the original files of the decision against masks in schools!**

Yesterday policemen invaded, searched and confiscated items from the homes, offices and universities of eight people in total in Weimar, including witnesses in Dettmar's case, a fellow judge and political candidates in the upcoming federal elections from the party dieBasis (where Fuellmich and Bhagdi are also candidates).

In detail, policemen searched the office of the judge Matthias Guericke, that had similarly decided against pandemic measures in Weimar, but was unrelated to the decision of Dettmar.

A search was also carried out at the house of the counsel of the mother of the two children, who went to court against masks in schools and resulted in the initial ruling by Dettmar. The mother had just filed an appeal before the Federal Court against the decision of the Thuringian Supreme District Court in which it had denied the jurisdiction of Judge Dettmar. The counsel for the mother had just received the file from the court in this case. The file, while still sealed in the mailbox, was seized by the police. They also went to the appartment of the mother and searched and seized items.

They also broke into the private rooms and office of university professor Ulrike Kämmerer. She had testified as an expert in the Weimar family court before Judge Dettmar on the inappropriateness of PCR tests. Documents, laptops and mobile phones were confiscated. The professor is a dieBasis candidate in the federal elections.

Finally, they entered the home of Uli Masuth from Weimar, another dieBasis candidate. The official reason is that his wife has contacts with Judge Dettmar. As Masuth stated, not only does his wife know Dettmar but they have been friends for decades. Of the nine devices seized by the cops, only one belonged to his wife while the rest were Masuth's. The cops even tried to gain access to their car.
It seems there is an huge effort to scare the people that are trying to push back, by using harsh intimidation tactics outside the rule of law. I wonder what else they are going to do once the country is locked down again in a few weeks or months.


There was also an article in Bild: https://www.bild.de/regional/thueringen/thueringen-aktuell/corona-erneutrazzia-bei-weimarer-amtsrichter-76920580.bild.html

Kind regards,
E

CAF Notes & Links:

Special Solari Report with attorney. Stay tuned.

Question:
Dear Catherine
After watching your interview with Jerm Warfare I checked out his site and signed up for his newsletter.
In the event that you haven't already seen it, I am forwarding to you below his most recent mailing in which he describes the big impression you made on him and he shares his thoughts you inspired on how to decentralise one's life.

Regards
My wife and I have just returned from a few icy cold days in the beautiful Matroosberg mountains, a few hours from Cape Town.

Catherine Austin Fitts, a former Wall Street banker and guest on my podcast, left a big imprint on me when she suggested that we need to decentralise our lives. The world is heading towards a new dispensation driven by technocrats and global elites in which every aspect of our lives will be micromanaged through state-owned property, and centralised surveillance and data.

And we can't stop it.

But we can slow it down.

Here's how.

• Own stuff. Don't rent other people’s stuff.
• Eat healthy. (And avoid sugar.)
• Get fit and strong. I have my own squat rack in my garage.
• Find purpose and meaning.
• Celebrate your family; a mother and father are the foundation of civilisation.
• Protect your friends and community.
• Go outside and bask in the sunshine.
• Regularly spend time in nature.
• Stop using Big Tech products, where possible. (This is a tough one.)
• Become self-reliant.
• Support local farmers and family-run businesses.
• Don't hand out your personal information to websites.
• Be armed.
• Do your own research and stop trusting the government and media.

• Decentralising is not quick
It's a journey.
A paradigm shift.
And wonderfully rewarding.
Because there's power and happiness in sovereignty.

CAF Notes & Links:

Great presentation, Check out Solari Toons

Question:
Good morning. I just sent the link below to John. Here's my question: Is it possible that Mr Global is either a Communist or at least using the Chinese Communist Party for his ends?

https://t.me/disclosetv/3218

Thanks for your work

N C

Your answer:

No, Mr. Global is not a communist. Communism is an ideology invented for the management and manipulation of humans. These ideologies are prototype, tested and adapted. No one in the leadership believes in them. They create them for us to believe in. One former insider referred to such things as "mice management"
Of course Mr. Global is using the Chinese Communist Party. Mr Global uses all political parties and governments, including the largest, most powerful political party in the world.

Catherine

Subscriber:
Makes sense. Of course, if mouse control is the goal, Mr Global needs no more doctrinal allegiance to the CCP than he would to the Vatican or the UN. Useful idiots or co conspirators might be the better question.

Catherine:
Have you read the Rise of the Asian Consumer wrap up? Recommended for you.

Subscriber:
Thanks, I'll check it out.

CAF Notes & Links:

**Question:**

Hello Catherine!

First, let me say how grateful I am to you and your team for the invaluable work you do. I am so happy I found you and only wish it would have been sooner. But better 2020 than never, right?

Here are a few things I would really like to get your feedback and advice on. First, regarding the PREP Act -- has anyone done a real forensic assessment and explanation of exactly how bad this could be for Americans in the worst case scenario? I'm not planning for doomsday, but instead am trying to illustrate to others who are quite comfortable focusing on everything but that which is the most important right now. If I hear one more person tell me that all we need to do is take back the House and the Senate in the next election, i'm going to scream. Any tools you have to help me explain to the sleeping folk exactly how that Act can affect them in the worst case would be much appreciated.

Second, you have done such an invaluable job in empowering us to understand the enormity of entrainment and mind control. Few people are talking about this and it
needs to be in daily conversation. With that said, I have spoken about it to many people who are very interested in learning more and in doing so, have had the question posed to me...."what do I do if my loved one got hooked on internet porn and they want to quit?" And I haven't really known how to answer that. Your book reviews and interviews have been excellent, and I'm wondering if I have missed any content on actionable steps to help someone through a withdrawal process. Seems like this might be a huge market opportunity one day soon. Any info is most appreciated so I can share with interested parties.

My husband is a medical professional with ties high up in the Dental community. He recently shared with me a new initiative that the ADA is extremely proud of to expand water fluoridation to all rural areas in the USA via a new tablet fluoridation system. We both wanted to scream because we know what the deal with fluoride really is. These are areas that previously had no fluoride in their water supply. Criminal. Do you know of any agencies or businesses in the deep south (I'm in Louisiana and part time in the Florida panhandle) who are effectively filtering out fluoride from the water system? So far, I have not found anyone and I know for a fact that my uber fancy private gated community is fluoridating our private water supply. Imagine the mafia meets The Firm.....These are not reasonable people and I'll leave it at that for now. Restrictive covenants will not allow for us to put in a well. So until we can sell this house and find our new home, any intel on how I can filter out fluoride from our bathing water and house water is so appreciated.

READ YEARS AGO ABOUT A FLORIDA COMMUNITY THAT GOT IT CANCELLED

Since one of our homes is impossible to put a well in, we are working on an exit plan. So in the meantime and while we're speaking of water, are there any private mineral drinking water suppliers in the US who haven't been gobbled up by the machine? We have been purchasing Mountain Valley Spring Water in the glass bottles for several years, but I'm concerned they might be on the block for selling out to the dark side. Any intel is much appreciated.

Dr. Dolores Cahill came out in support of the Clear Phone, which is positioned to be a competitor to the iphone. I can't tell you how much I would love to chuck my iphone and it's platform into the river near my house. Do you know much about this? Any recommendations or BS radars that go up for you on this Clear Phone?

DON'T KNOW

Last, what are your thoughts on thought leaders who still insist on staying on platforms like Facebook and Instagram? I get that they are possibly trying to stay relevant to all audiences, but I'm getting to the point that I wouldn't be surprised if they are all either entrained or that they are controlled opposition. For instance, many of the Health Freedom groups insist and sticking with Facebook rather than empowering their people to utilize other platforms. These are good people, but they just don't seem to get it. Curious to know your thoughts on this. Oh and speaking of thought leaders on social
media, have you had much interaction with David E Martin, author of a book called Coup D'Twelve? Any feedback is much appreciated.

Thank you for all that you do. I am so very grateful to have found you. My family and friends are equally grateful. We are all learning a ton and working towards actions that empower us. You are a real treasure.

Warmest Regards,

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
Thank you so much for tipping me off that this existed….I have been reading a lot and the want your opinion on Cathy O'Brian and her book “TRANCE formation of America.

This MK Ultra and the connections to our government leaders is something everyone should look into.

I feel like I have been living a lie in this country!

Thanks for all you do!!

CAF Notes & Links:

Check out Secret Don’t Tell in Best Books

Comment:
Catherine,
I was so disappointed when I listened on Thursday’s Ask Catherine (which I love) when I heard you hadn’t watched the video of the Manitoba Premier Thanking Mr Global yet. I agree with you, Polly is dangerous to the wrong person. I think Amazing Polly is responsible for hundreds of my fellow Vaccine Injury parents diving into the 17th letter of the alphabet. But, sometimes she has a few crumbs that lead me to more understanding. So I take a few minutes to catch up on her videos if they look interesting.
As a mom who lives with a vaccine brain injured child, I can't be fooled again-especially by the “entertainment” of Amazing Polly. My time is usually spent deep in research, reading/searching for truth in treatments for autism recovery every night for 2-4 hours, ever since my son’s brain injury at 14 months, over 12 years ago. I adore Whitney Webb, Solari, Jon Rappoport and a ton of others that I think you love too. : )

Anyhoo- I figured out how to move the Canadian Premier Video thanking Mr Global on a private link thru my icloud, which is probably being watched and tracked, but it’s not giving Polly any clicks on Rumble. I am praying for A Polly, but I am still devastated at how the Q movement took my friends and pretzeled their brains. There are still a bunch that send me “Trump is going to be re-instated soon” etc… I tell them to just pray about it, then do what I am doing. Join Solari, invest in a farmer (meat is what we are doing), build a garden (mine is in pots on my backyard patio for now, so far avocado trees from seeds, we are about to splice them with a grown avo tree branch soon and the basics tomato/greens/potato)and get a good whole home generator (still saving for that one-soon!). My husband and I are on the same page and we THANK GOD EVERYDAY FOR SOLARI AND CAF! In fact, he is the one that told me to send you the Mr Global Weather Thank You the moment he watched it with me. You would love him, my Jon Walters never had a Facebook page, he doesn’t download apps and he actually reads everything I give to study. lol

Here is the link, it’s only good for a month I think on my icloud account at fashunjen@mac.com

I can’t wait to hear what you think! I know you are busy (understatement) no pressure.

https://share.icloud.com/photos/0b0BFK5UTqriUHgGD9r36Hphg

Big Hugs!
Praying for you always,

JW

Catherine’s Response:
Hmm.. not sure what the mix up was.
I did watch it. ‘Looks to me like he said in code that if he did not order vaccinations and withhold Ivermectin a draught would destroy the farmers. No rain.
He is a hostage of the weather warfare space/invisible weaponry and his general population can not fathom his predicament - injections or starvation.

Subscriber:
Thank you Catherine, sorry if I got mixed up. The clip reminded me of a wrap up discussion with you & Dr Farrell a few issues back-you spoke about Mayors or Governors of the US probably having to go along with lockdowns due to threats on their people. I knew it was happening but seeing the fear in his eyes and hearing him speak to "someone" in charge of the RAIN was horrifying. Praying for all of us!
Thank you for your insights.
Have a blessed July 4th!
In Money & Markets.

**Question:**

**Subject:** Respectfully request you interview me

Dear Madame Secretary::

I love the arc-light of your brilliance and persistent effort to illuminate the truth.

Perhaps you will assist me to share mine.

AWAKENED WE ARE COMPELLED TO ACT
SOME ARE CALLED TO SACRIFICE EVERYTHING
TO ILLUMINATE THE TRUTH

Exactly how many family members, loved ones, friends must die of chemotherapy and radiation before we understand and take charge of our own health and seek out competent non-toxic remedies which remove the threat of death? The enormous loss to the families and fabric of our nation cost TRILLIONS syphoned from private assets, government, and insurance coffers.

Granted a waiver, following a private meeting with HHS Assistant Secretary Philip R. Lee, MD this was ignored by the FDA.

As one of few at the “tip of the spear” in the 1990's to blow the whistle on FDA, it's collusion with big pharma, and control over Congress, and the intentional blockade of effective cures for cancer and AIDS.

Was there in Amsterdam 1991 when Dr. Duesberg, Jon Rappoport, ACT UP and Luc Montagnier and many others convened to FIGHT FAUCI over the lies and forced deaths of millions by DNA chain terminator AZT!

As was anticipated, FDA retaliated, and during the Federal Court trial the Judge was summoned to DC for a private meeting with Chief Justice William Rehnquist and President William Jefferson Clinton. Upon his return the next day in court the Judge perfunctorily found me guilty and sentenced me to prison.

At the 2nd Circuit Court of Appeals, he argued Americans have The Right to Life and may preserve their Life by any means available. The 2nd Circuit denied my appeal refusing to uphold that Right!
We are at the crossroads of 100 years of educational indoctrination, betrayal, and a mind control, hidden within benevolent lies and behind government authority.

Recent appearances include:
Sherry Tenpenny, DO, Mel Fabregas – Veritas Radio,
Sasha Stone, Quite Frankly, Don Jeffries, and featured in recent
The Truth About Cancer series with Ty Bollinger,
to name a few national and local appearances,
to include “48 HOURS” with Peter van Sant following my release.

Commenced sounding the alarm in 1990, the public nationally and internationally about USC TITLE 21 Part 50 and 56 "INFORMED CONSENT." I was politically assassinated, sent to federal prison and my book banned for teaching everyone about a proven non-toxic cure for cancer, AIDS and immune disorders Gaston Naessens non-toxic 714X and exposing deadly medical fraud.

In 1991, founded and chaired an Institutional Review Board, IRB, under USC Title 21, part 56, and Title 21 Part 50 "INFORMED CONSENT." Blazing the statute into our national consciousness when it was never discussed, nor warnings revealed in pharma advertising, then after over two decades November of 2018, President Trump signed into law “THE RIGHT TO TRY ACT,” and informed consent is highlighted again with covid faux vaccinations.

Many notable personalities to include a patron treated by my IRB Chief Investigator, Dietmar Schildwaechter, MD, PhD, Congressman Berkeley Bedell was successfully treated for terminal cancer. They both testified of their success before Congress and a week later the FDA blocked American access.

Since his senseless and illegal incarceration in 1996, over 30 million Americans have died following orthodox therapy! How many more deaths-for-the-profit does that imply for the numbers of dead around the world?

714X has been available since the late 1960's to understand fully and be empowered read: DO NO HARM: 714X Defying A Hopeless Prognosis! .https://www.Harmless714X.com

Since the mid 1980's, it was well established in two-major 20-year studies published in major medical journals NEJM, by John Bailar III, MD and the other in LANCET by Michael Spoorn, MD, which proved chemotherapy & radiation are a total failure, and was scientifically proven to have an abysmal 3% survival rate past 5 years.

God Bless you for all you do to save America from programmed tyranny.
CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
Hi Catherine.

There is a mass movement of patriots standing up to the deep state and exposing the lies and corruption.

General Flynn seems to be the leader of this group Patrick Byrne who exposed naked short selling years ago is a central figure as well.

The following is growing by the day.
I believe bringing your knowledge to these folks can have a tremendous impact as they maybe missing key insights that you possess.

Would love to see you join forces.
Both you and Flynn have come out of the fire unscathed

My question this week is how the globalist or mr global relate to the Chinese. The Chinese have captured our institutions and seem to be playing the same game as the globalist?

I read economic hitman. I see China doing the same with their Silk Road initiative.

They both seem to use a massive sums of money to buy and control power as well as blackmail.

Total control of the people via surveillance cbdc the same things coming our way

Who’s learning from whom?

They both seem to want absolute dominance won’t they have to cross paths?

How do you think that one plays out.

Hard to believe there can be an alliance between megalomaniacs of that sort.
New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo declared a state of emergency for gun violence on Tuesday, marking the first of its kind ever enacted in the United States, the governor’s office said.

According to Cuomo’s office, the emergency declaration requires the New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services to “gather and share incident-level data” from local law enforcement on gun violence and invests almost $140 million in intervention, prevention and jobs programs.

The order also establishes the Office of Gun Violence Prevention to “coordinate efforts and direct resources to emerging gun violence hot spots” and creates a new state police gun trafficking unit to stem the flow of illegal firearms into New York.

“This new strategy treats gun violence as a public health crisis, using short-term solutions to manage the immediate gun violence crisis and reduce the shooting rate, as well as long-term solutions that focus on community-based intervention and prevention strategies to break the cycle of violence,” Gov. Cuomo’s office said in a statement. “The disaster emergency allows the State to expedite money and resources to communities so they can begin targeting gun violence immediately.”

The effort also includes moves to strengthen police-community relations by partnering with John Jay College of Criminal Justice “to help localities implement and assess the reform plans they developed through the landmark New York State Police Reform and Reinvention Collaborative.”

In a statement issued Tuesday, Gov. Cuomo said his office would tackle “systemic injustices” related to gun violence in New York “just like we did with COVID.”

“We’re building New York back better than ever before, but part of rebuilding is addressing the systemic injustices that were exposed by COVID. If you look at the recent numbers, more people are now dying from gun violence and crime than COVID – this is a national problem but someone has to step up and address this problem because our future depends on it,” Gov. Cuomo said.

“Just like we did with COVID, New York is going to lead the nation once again with a comprehensive approach to combating and preventing gun violence, and our first step
is acknowledging the problem with a first-in-the-nation disaster emergency on gun violence,” he continued. “When we see an injustice we don’t look the other way, we stand up and fight it because that’s the New York way.” The governor’s office said the Office of Gun Violence Prevention established under the order will be overseen by the New York State Department of Health. The office will be led by a governor-appointed Gun Violence Prevention Coordinator who will “coordinate an all-of-government approach to ensure that state and local programs are advancing unified gun violence prevention strategies.” “The Governor will also invite stakeholders to participate in a new Governor’s Council on Gun Violence Reduction to ensure coordination between the State, localities and community groups to address local needs,” the statement read. “The Council will review current laws and local proposals for reform and will make recommendations for changes based on science and data.” Additionally, the state will employ a “cluster-based strategy” similar to the plan used with COVID to “contain and combat the epidemic and identify gun violence hot spots.” The first “hot spots” identified include 4,090 young men aged 18-24 in New York City, Albany, Buffalo, Syracuse, and Long Island.
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NEW WRAP UP IS PUBLISHED!

Health
Comment:
Hello Catherine,
I am just so grateful for all you do!

Especially topic keeping hope alive with the Wellness Series and Food for the Soul, music and person of the week.

I have actually trained with Dr. Kae Thompson-Lui with her VoiceBio technology after I received a Certification in Sound Therapy. Dr. Kae was interviewed for Solari Wellness Series.

I would really like to introduce you to Clive DeCarle from the UK. I have been following him closely for the past year and using his high quality supplements.

He has an impressive selection of refurbished Tesla technology from the mid 1900s. I believe you are familiar with energy technology for healing with resonant frequencies for the bodies organ systems.

I feel that his wellness expertise will be beneficial to your followers.

His knowledge is quite impressive in natural healing. He has The Secret Health Club (SHC) which offers literally hundreds of priceless videos with a variety of experts which he can not put on social media.

Clive works closely with Andrew Kaufmann and just completed an interview with Dr. Dolores Kahill which I viewed this morning.

He is quite accessible with a good team for follow up and assistance. Clive offers a once monthly Ask Clive with SHC members.

In addition, he has a monthly Tesla members meeting. The introduction video is with Andy which is fun to watch.

I have a Tesla machine that I purchased from Clive last summer, and I use it frequently with incredible results. There are many attachments for different purposes and is one in particular to create medical ozone. That one is priceless and of course illegal for its curative benefits.

I would love to introduce you to him.

His website is www.clivedecarle.com

I was in a Zoom meeting with him this afternoon for the SCH.
Of course he has been targeted by the Stasis
He offers hope and sanity during these challenging times.

More importantly, his expertise is quite beneficial on the diagnostic side of vitamin and mineral deficits which present as disease. Fortunately, most of which are reversible in a relatively short period of time.

I just love your Daily Prayers for a divinely inspired life!

I have also written down The Prayer for Protection by Dr. Joseph P. Farell. I have added a few more things to his previously extensive list including but not limited to in Eugenics, Bio-weapons, and Acts of War, Witchcraft and Sorcery up here in Bernie Land. Oh by the way, he is a Free Mason that has been seen frequently walking out of the Mason Temple on Church Street in Burlington.

What is happening up here is absolutely deplorable with assisted suicides, late term abortion, gender transformation surgery and soon full term birth terminations. I have contacted Vermont Right for Life to discuss the fact the hospital does not place the remains of fetal tissue in formalin. The literally put the tissue fresh in the refrigerator. God knows what they are doing with it. The former Planned Parenthood of Northern New England CEO, Allie Stickney is a current Board Chair Member of UVM Medical Center.

God has kept me out of that hospital for the last four months as I had a car accident and suffered a concussion and whiplash. I am healing and looking for another Job. I can not walk back into that place. I literally could vomit at the thought of doing so.

You were right about getting the heck out of Vermont. As soon as it is possible, I will be relocating. The Satanic influence in government here is diabolical.

To end on a fun note, I just love and adore www.vernoncoleman.org free blood clots with every jab must be posted on your site!

There is also a fun video with Nelly Knowes with Clive for those with British Humor!

Solari Person of the week nominee is Ivory Hecker weather reporter from Fox news that broke free and is getting out truth! Many reporters have followed suit!

There is a wonderful video on you tube called Leadership from a Dancing Guy which is fabulous example about leadership and making a movement. The leader is the flint and the first follower is the spark that makes the fire.

You can also find Clive on Brand new tube and Telegram.

Blessings and Gratitude,
Local Gatherings

Question:

Recommended Links

Comment:
Subject: Alex Jones Interviews Ivory Hecker

https://www.bitchute.com/video/0gphevXWCgg/

Brave! Hallelujah
Person of the week candidate!
Comment:

Hi,

My family recently moved to a new home. It was the first time my daughter, who has autism, has ever experienced a move, and I have to admit there were some challenges I didn’t anticipate. She was so anxious during the process that there were times when I really felt like it might make more sense for us to just stay put. We of course did move, and although she’s still settling in and getting comfortable in our new place, she’s feeling so much better now that the chaos is over.

I came across your site recently while doing research for a blog post I’m working on, and it occurred to me that the families who visit your site might appreciate the information that really helped us all get through the move. Here are the pages I bookmarked that I invite you to share on one of solari.com’s autism resource pages or on your blog (as you can see, I included some general home-buying advice - I forgot how much there is to the process!):

Steps To Take When Buying A Home

How to Get a Mortgage

Moving With Autism - How to Plan Your Transition to a New Home

The Best Strategies For Calming Autistic Tantrums And Meltdowns

Autism Social Story: Preparing to Move to a New House

The 10 Best Tips for Long Car Rides with Kids - Tips for Kids with Sensory Issues

A New School: Easing the Transition

I hope those are useful and provide some insight to your readers! Also, if you want something more in depth on the topic of moving when you have a child with autism, I’d be happy to put together a free, research-based piece you can share on your blog. Let me know if that’s something that interests you.

All the best,

J
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this cartoon looks to me like a recent re-edit of old cartoons ... not difficult for arts
students in animation to create these days, even if they had to do it from scratch. ..
some of the language in the text bits seems too modern for the 1930s. Could be a
typical end-of-semester project at any animation school ... I hope they got an A grade.
Art schools have a tendency to discourage ANY political dissent.

Subject: Old cartoon about the Big Plan
https://twitter.com/UnicornRescue17/status/1411079764299829252?s=20

But happy to see it in any case.
Cheers,
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Question:
Hi Catherine,
Link below is the latest film from Dr Stephen Greer, released yesterday. Arguably most
important subject today and, of course, current madness feeds into this. It's free and
needs to get out there. Dr Greer estimates 1 billion people need to know this information
to avoid the public buying the narrative that aliens are a threat to humanity and thus
being hoodwinked into backing a 'star wars' programme. This agenda is being pushed
by the US disclosure of UFO information, as you are well aware, which is required by
law to be released and they have started the propaganda. https://youtu.be/
cGRroNnNGso If you haven't met Dr Greer, he interviews very well and I could probably
find a contact for you. Or movie of the week for the site?

Best wishes,
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9 felonies for exposing Planned Parenthood
CAF Notes & Links:

Take Action
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